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Abst rac t - -The  existence of almost periodic, asymptotically almost periodic, and pseudo almost 
periodic solutions of differential equations with piecewise constant argument ischaracterized interms 
of almost periodic, asymptotically, and pseudo almost periodic sequences. Thus Meisters's and Opial's 
theorems axe extended. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Differential equations with piecewise constant argument (in short, PCA), which were considered 
by Aftabizadeh et al. [1], Cooke and Wiener [2] and Wiender [3], and found application in cer- 
tain biomedical models [4], describe hybrid dynamical systems (a combination of continuous and 
discrete), and therefore combine properties of both differential and difference quations. Meis- 
ters [5] showed that the existence of almost periodic solutions of ordinary differential equations (in 
short, ODE) is equivalent to the fact that the restriction of a bounded solution to some discrete 
subgroup of reals is almost periodic. This is improved by Opial [6] (also see [7, pp. 164-169]). A 
natural question is: "Are there similar results on the existence of almost periodic, asymptotically 
almost periodic and pseudo almost periodic [8-12] solutions of differential equations with PCA?" 
In this paper, we give an affirmative answer to this question under similar conditions to those 
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of Meisters, Opial and Fink. Throughout his paper, C(J ,R d) (respectively, C(J × ~,Rd),  
where ~ C R (k+2)d) denote the Banach space of bounded continuous functions ~(t) (respectively, 
~(t,x)) from J (respectively, J × ~) to R d with the norm I{~1{ = suPtej I~(t)l (respectively, 
]l~II = supteJ, xea ]~(t, x)l), where J = R or R +, ]. ] is the Euclidean norm. AP(R)  (respectively, 
AP(R  x ~)) denote the set of all almost periodic functions in t c R (respectively, in t E R 
uniformly for x in compact subsets of ft), ~( f )  the hull of f E C(R, R d) (respectively, f E C 
(R × gt, Rd)) (see [7]). Let Z denote the set of integer numbers, Z + = {0, 1, 2 , . . .  }. A function 
f c C(R +, R d) (respectively, C(R + × ~, Rd)) is called asymptotically almost periodic if f = 
fllR+ + f0, where f l  e AP(R),  (respectively, AP(R × ft)), fo E AAPo(R +) (respectively, 
AAPo(R + × 12)), where AAPo(R +) = {f  E C(R+,R d) : limt-.+oo f(t) = 0} (respectively, 
AAPo(R + × 12) = {f  E C(R + × ~, R d) : limt-,+oo f(t, x) = 0 uniformly for x in compact subset 
of ~}). Denote by A~tP(R +) (respectively, AAP(R  + × ~)) the set of all such functions f .  A 
function f • C(R, Rd)(C(R × ~, Rd)) is called pseudo almost periodic (see [9,10]) if f = f l  + f0, 
where f l  • AP(R) (respectively, AP(R×~)) ,  fo • PAPo(R) (PAPo(R×~)), where PAPo(R) = 
{~ • C(R, Rd) : m([~l ) = limT-~+oo(1/2T) fT  T ]~(t)l dt= 0}, 
• I~( t , z ) ld t  = 0 PAP0(R  × fl) = • c (R x  ,Rd) : m(l l) = 
uniformly for x in compact subsets of ft 
PAPo(R) is a translation invariant closed ideal of C(R, Rd). f l  and f0 are called the almost 
periodic component and the ergodic perturbation, respectively, of the function f .  These are 
uniquely determined by f (see [9, p. 63]). Denote by PAP(R)  (PAP(R × ft)) the set of all such 
functions f .  
A bounded sequence in R d, {x(n)},~ez, is called almost periodic [5,7,13,14] if for each ~ > 0, 
the set T(x,z) := {T • Z: Ix(n + T) -- x(n)I < s for every n • Z} is relatively dense in Z. 
A number T • T(x, ~) is called an c-translation umber of x. AP(Z)  denotes the set of such 
sequences. A sequence {x(n)}nez is almost periodic if and only if x(n) = f(n) for every n • Z, 
where f is an almost periodic function on R (see [5,7,14]). A sequence x : Z + --~ R d is called 
asymptotically almost periodic if x = Xl{z+ + x0, where xl • AP(Z),  xo • AAPo(Z +) = {x0 = 
{xo(n)}nez+ : limn-~+oox0(n) = 0}. Denote AAP(Z  +) the set of all such sequences x. Set 
now PAPo(Z) := {x = {x(n)}nc z : z is bounded and limn-~+oo(1/2n) ) -~=-n Ix(k)] = 0}. A 
bounded sequence {x(n)}nez is called pseudo almost periodic if x = Xl + x0, where Xl • AP(Z) 
and Xo • PAPo(Z). The sequences xl and x0, uniquely determined (see [13,15]), are called 
the almost periodic component and the ergodic perturbation, respectively, of x. We denote 
by PAP(Z)  the set of all such sequences x. If x is a sequence vanishing at infinity, then x • 
PAPo(Z).  Let x be the sequence given by x(n) = 1 if n = 2 k for k • Z+(x(n) = 0 otherwise. 
Then, it is easy to show that x • PAPo(Z) and, obviously, x is not a sequence vanishing at 
infinity. One can show that if a sequence x is PAP,  then there exists f • PAP(R ,  R d) such 
that f(n) = x(n) for every n • Z (see [14]). Nevertheless, {f(n)},~z is, in general, not pseudo 
almost periodic for f • PAP(R) .  In fact, let f(t) = 21nl(t - n) + 1, for t • In - 2-1hi,n), 
f(t) = -2lnl(t - n) + 1, for t • [n,n + 2-1hi], f(t) = 0, otherwise, where n # 0. Clearly, 
f • C(R, R) and f_+oo ~ If(t)l dt = f~_~ f(t) d t= 2, thus m({fl ) = 0, that is, f • PAPo(R, R). 
But f(k) = 1, for every k • Z - {0}. It follows that the sequence {f(k)} is not a PAPo sequence. 
Now we consider the differential equation with PCA 
dx 
d-~ = f(t,x(t),x([t]),x([t - 1]),...  ,x([t - k])), $ E J, (1) 
where k is a positive integer, f E C(J  x ~, Rd), [.] denotes the greatest integer function. Obviously, 
if the right-hand side of equation (1) depends only on the terms t and x(t), then it is an ODE. A 
function x : J --~ R d is called a solution of equation (1) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(1) x is continuous on J; 
(2) the derivative x'(t) of x(t) exists everywhere, with possible xception of the point [t], where 
one-sided erivatives exist; 
(3) x satisfies equation (1) on each interval [n, n + 1) c J (see [1-3]). 
Analogous to the proof in [7, pp. 164-166], we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let f E A"P(R x f~o) in equation (1) for a compact subset f~o C f~. flail  equations 
dx 
= a(t ,  x([t ] ) ,  - 1 ] ) , . . . ,  x( [ t  - t e R,  (2) 
with g E Tl(f) have unique solutions to initial value problems, where the initial value condition 
is x( j)  = xj, j = 0 , -1 , -2 , . . . , - k ,  and ~(t) is a solution of (1) with ~(R) k+2 C ~o, then 
E A'P(R) if and only i f{~(n)}nez E A'P(Z). 
In order to study the cases "PA'Po (respectively, AAPo) and "PAP (AA"P), we need an 
extension of the space "PA"P(R) (respectively, AA"P(R+)). A function f from R to R d is 
called generalized pseudo almost periodic [11,12] if f = f l  + f0, where f l  E A"P(R), f0 E 
~A"Po(R), being PA"Po(R) = {~ : R --* Rd: locally Lebesgue integrable with m([~[) = 
limT__.+~(1/2T) fT_ T [~(t)[ dt = 0}. A function f from R + to R d is called generalized asymptoti- 
cally almost periodic i f f  = flIa+ +f0, where f l  E ~4"P(R), fo E ~.A"Po(R +) being .~¢4"Po(R +) = 
{qa : R + --* Rd: Lebesgue measurable with limt--.+oo ~(t) = 0}. f l  and f0 are called the almost 
periodic component and the ergodic (asymptotically) perturbation, respectively, of the func- 
tion f .  Denote by PA"P(R) (.4.A"P(R+)) the set of all such functions f .  It is shown in [11, p. 370, 
Remark 1] that f l  and f0 are uniquely determined by f E ~A"P(R)(~4"P(R+)). 
Similar to [10, Proposition 4], we have the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let x : Z --* R d be a bounded sequence. Then x E PAPo(Z)  if and only if for every 
> 0, l imn_.+~(1/2n)card ({j : [x(j)[ :> ¢}M~)  = O, where card denote the cardinal number 
of a set, and -n ,  n is a set of all integers from -n  to n. 
LEMMA 2. Let f0(t, x) be the ergodic component of a function f E PA'P(R x f~) which satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition on ~ with Lipschitz constant L. If ~ is a bounded function from R to R d 
with ~(R) k+2 C 12, then 
f0(. ,  v([.]) ,  - 1 ] ) , . . . ,  - k])) e  AP0(R). 
PROOF. Let f l ( t ,x )  be the almost periodic component of f ,  thus it is uniformly continuous in 
(t,x) E R × ~(R) k+2 (see [7, p. 25]). Since ~(R) x ~(Z) k+l C ~, is bounded, for any ~ > 0, 
there exist m open balls Oj with centers (x~ j) x (j), x (j) ~ .. , " " ,  k+2J E ~, j  = 1,2, . ,m, and radius 
less than ~/(3 L) such that ~(R) × qo(Z) k+l C Ujml Oj and 
for x ---- (Xl,X2,...,xk+2) E Oj, tER .  
We take Sj = {t e R:  (~(t) ,~([t]) ,~([t-1]) , . . .  ~([t -k]) )  E Oj}, Ej = Sj -u J - I s i .  Then R --- 
m . - - 2 . . . . . .  k+2J E PAPo(R) ,  Uj=IE j and Ei N Ej -- ¢, when i ¢ j ,  1< i, j < m. From fo(', x~ j), x (j) ~(J) ~ 
m T (J) (J) ,X (j) ~ldt we know that there exists To > 0 such that ~ j= l  (1/2T) f~-T ]f0(t, " -  k+2Jl xl  ,x2 , < 
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T > To. Now we get that for T > To, 
'// [fo(t, ~o(t), ~([t]), ~([t - 1]), . . . ,  ~([t - k]))l dt 
1 m/E  ( ( f(t, ~(t), ~([tl), ~([t - 1]), , ~([t - k])) - f t, x~ 5) x U) ..(5) ~l 
- ..- , 2 , . . . , *k+2)  l < -~ .= ~ni-T,TI 
+ fl(t, qo(t),qo([t]),qo([t - 1]),... ,~([t - k])) - fx (t, x,(5), x2CJ) , • • •, "~k+2jo(J) ~ I 
+ f0 /" U) (J) (5) ~,Xl  ,X2 , . . . , xk+2) )dt  
1 m (L (~( t ) - z~5) ,~( [ t ] ) - z  ul ,~([ t -k] ) - .~k+2)  I
- -  "~ 2 ' "  " "  
< 2"T jn[-T,T] 
+ fl(t, qo(t),qo([t]),qo([t-1]),...  qa([t- k ] ) ) - f ,  (t, x,(5), x2(5) , . . . ,  xk+2)-CJ) ~ [ 
fo {. (J) (J) ,x(J) ~1~ dt < ~. "[- t / ; 'x l  'X2 ' ' ' "  k+211) 
The proof is finished. 
THEOREM 2. Let f ~ PATao(R x f~) (respectively, AAPo(R + x f~)) in equation (1) satisfying a
Lipschitz condition on fL Ifqo is a solution of equation (1) with ~(R) ~+2 C 12, then q~ ~ PAT~0(R) 
(respectively, AAPo(R+)) if and only if {~(n)}nez ~ PAPo(Z) (respectively, A.AT)o(Z+)). 
PROOF. By Lemma 2, we have f(., qo(.), qo([.]), qo([.- 1]) . . . .  , ~( [ . -  k])) ~ 7~.AP0(R). Now ~(t) = 
~(n)+f: f(s, qa(s), qo([s]), qa([s-1]),. . . ,  qo([s-k])) ds, for t ~ [n, n+l ) .  If {~(n)}neZ ~ 7)A:Po(Z), 
then it follows from the boundedness of f that q~(t) is bounded on R. And for T ~ [n,n + 1], we 
have 
1 /  1 
T I,z(t)l at < - -  
n+l 
- 2T E I~(J)l 
j=--n-1 
1 £ f.'+if. `+ ~ J5 ~5 I / ( s ,~(s l ,~( [s ] l ,~( [s -  1 ] ) , . . . ,~( [s -  k]))l dsdt 
j=--n-1 
n+l 1 
=2-~ ~ I~(J)l 
j=--n-1 
+ ~-~ If(s,  qo(s), ~([s]), ~([s - 1 ] )  . . . .  , ~([s - kl))l(j + 1 - s) ds 
j=--n--1JJ 
n+l n+l  1 
<- T 2 (n+l )  E [~(J)[ j=--n--1 /o+1 ) 
-~ 2(n + 1) ~ _,~_1 II(s, ~(s), ~o([s]), ~([s - 1]) , . . . ,  ~([s - k]))l ds , 
and deduce that limT~+o~(1/2T) fTT I~(t)l dt = O, that is, ~ e P~4Po(R). 




1 F I~(t) l dt I~(J)l < 2(n + 1) ~_._~ 
+ 2(n l+ 1) j_._,f"+l If(s,~(s),~([s]),... ,~([s - k]))l ds) .  
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n 
Thus limn_~+cc(1/2n) ~-~j=_n I~o(j)l = O. The proof in the case AAPo is similar to the above, 
thus omitted. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let f • PAP(R  x no) (AMP(R + x ~o)) in equation (1) t'or a compact subset 
f~o C f~, and suppose f and its almost periodic component f l  satisfy a Lipschitz condition 
on f~o with Lipschitz constant L. If~o(t) is a solution of equation (1) with ~(R) k+2 c f~o, then 
• gAg(R)  (AAP(R+))  if and only i f{~(n)}nez • gAg(Z)  (AMP(Z+)). 
PROOF. Let {¢P(n)}nez • gAP(Z) .  Then ~(n) = ~l(n) + ~0(n), where {~ol(n)}~e z • AP(Z)  
and {qa0(n)}~ez • PAPo(Z).  The boundedness of ~(t) on R is deduced like in the proof of 
Theorem 2. According to the theory of ordinary differential equations, for every n • Z, the 
following initial value problem (IVP): 
dx 
d--t = f l  (t, x(t), ~vt(n),..., ~l(n - k)), 
X(/?,) = q0 l (n ) ,  t • [n, n + 1] 
(3) 
has a unique solution 951,,~(t), which satisfies 
fn  t @l,n(t) = (pl(n) + f l  (s, CPl,n(S),~l(n),... ,qol(n - k)) ds, t•  [n,n + 1]. 
Now for any e > O, take T e T({9~t(n)}neZ, ¢o) NT( f l ,  so), eo = ¢ / ( (2+L(k+ 1)) eL). Then we 
have for t e [n, n + 1], 
k 
[~l,~+.(t  + T) - ~l,~(t)l _< I~vl(n + r) - ~l(n) l  + L ~ ]qol(n - j + r) - ~ l (n  - J)l 
j=O 
+ L I~,~+,(s + T) - ~l,n(S)l ds + co. 
It follows from Gronwall inequality that 
[~l ,n+~(t+T)-  @l,n(t)[ <e ,  tE  [n,n + 1]. (4) 
In particular, I~l,n+,(n + 1 + T) -- ~t,n(n + 1)1 < e, which implies that the sequence {~l,~(n + 
1)}~ez e AP(Z) .  Let ~0,~(t) be the solution of the following IVP: 
dx 
d---[ = f (t, x(t) + @l,n(t), ~(n) , . . . ,  qo(n - k)) - f l  (t, ~l,n(t), ~ l (n) , . . . ,  ~l(n -- k)), 
x(n) = ~o(n), t e [n, n + 1]. 
Then 950,n(t) is uniquely determined on [n, n + 1] and satisfies 
(5) 
k n-t-1 
I~o,n(t)l < I~o(n)l +L~-~l(Po(n-jll +/  Ifo(s,~,,n(s),~t(nl,...,~(n-k))l ds 
j=O -,n 
// +L I~0,n(s)l ds, tE  [n ,n+l ] ,  
where f0 is the ergodic perturbation of f .  By Gronwall inequality, for t E [n, n + 1], 
I~0,~(t)l <e L I~o(n)l+ L~-~t~oo(n-j)l+ l f o (s ,@l ,n (S) ,q ) l (n ) , . . . ,qp l (n -k ) )  Ids  . 
j=0 ~n 
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In particular, 
I~o,~(n + 1)1 _< e L I~o(n)l + L E I~o(n - J)l 
j=0 
+ fn  n+l If0 (s ,  cf l l ,n(S),  q~l(rt),  . . .  ,(f l l(n -- k))l ds) . 
Setting qS~(t) = ~Ln(t), t E [n,n + 1), we obtain 
1 f i  ,~o#( i+ l ) ,<eL(  1 f i  L f i  ~ 2--m - ~ t~°(i)t + ~ E l~o(i - J)t 
i= - -m i=- -m i=- -m j=O 
(m~X)  1 /m+l  ) 
"4- - -  2 (m + 1) d--m--1 Ifo (8 ,~1(8) ,~1( [81) , ' ' "  ,~1([ 8 -- k]))l ds 
and by Lemma 2, {qho,~(n + 1)}nez E P.APo(Z). Now let q~o(t) = ~om(t), t E [n,n + 1), n E Z. 
Then q~o(t) is bounded on R. For T E [n, n + 1], we have 
1 T i~o(t) I< (n+l )e  L 1 1 
- T 2 (n+l )  E [qv°( iD[+LE 2(n+l )  E [~o( i - j ) [  
i= - -n - -1  j=0 i= - -n - -1  
1 ) 
+ 2(n - -+ 1) J - -n - -1  Ifo (S,~I(S),~I([S]),... ,~( [S  -- k]))I ds --~ O, as T --~ +oo, 
that is, 950 E ~APo(R). Clearly, for every n E Z, t E [n, n + 1), ~(t) = q51(t) + q~o(t). Since qv(t), 
qO1,n(t) and ~om(t) are continuous on [n,n + 1], 
~l(n + 1) + ~o(n + 1) = lira ~Ln(t) + lim 93o,,(t) = q~l,,(n + 1) + q~o,,(n + 1). 
t--,(~+l)- t--,(n+l)- 
It follows from {~l,~(n + 1)}nez E AP(Z), {~o,n(n + 1)},ez E 79A79o(Z), arrd [13, Proposi- 
tion 2.4] (also see [15, Proposition 2.5]) that qo1(n + 1) = ~l,n(n + 1) = q~l(n + 1), qao(n + 1) = 
93o,~(n + 1) = ~o(n + 1), which implies that ~l(t) and ~3o(t) are continuous on R. Thus, 
~o E PAPo(R). By (4), ~1 E AP(R). Therefore, ~v E PAP(R). 
Now let ~ = ~1 + ~Vo E PAP(R) ,  where qol E AP(R),  ~o E PATio(R). Since {qol(n)}nez E
~AT~(Z), it suffices to prove that {~o(n)}nez E P.APo(Z). It follows from the boundedness of 
the derivative of ~ on R that qoo is continuous uniformly on R. If {qoo(n)},ez ~ Pe47~o(Z), then 
Lemma 1 implies that there exists 6 > 0 such that limn-,+oo(1/2n)card(Jn(6)) = co > 0, where 
Jn(6) = {j : ]qoo(j)l > 6} f3 -n ,  n. Since ~o is continuous uniformly on R, there exists 50 > 0 
such that Iqoo(t)l > 6/2 if I~vo(j)l > 6 and It - J I  < 60, for j E Z. Let 6 = min(1,6o). Then for 
every positive n E Z +, we have 
1 /_ -~ 1 /J+~ 6~1 
~n I~o(t)l dt > 2---n E )~o(t)l dt > - - - -  
n jEJ.(e)--{n} JJ -- 2 2n 
card (Jn(6) - {n}). 
This implies that limn--,+co(1/2n)f'_'n n I~o(t)ldt > (6Cco)/2, which is a contradiction. Hence, 
{~o(n)}~ez E 79A79o(Z). Similarly, we can prove the result in the case AAP. The proof is 
finished. 
It is obvious that Theorems 1-3 also hold when R and Z are replaced by R + and Z +, respec- 
tively, for the cases of A:P, PATio, and 7).4/). 
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AN EXAMPLE. Consider the equation ~ = x(t)(a(t)  - b(t)x([t])), where a(t) and b(t) are posi- 
tive and continuous bounded functions on R +, and sat is fy / -n+l  a(t )dt  = fn+l  b(t)dt  for every 
J n  Jn  
n E Z +. Now we investigate the existence of almost periodic type solutions of this equation. It 
follows from 
x(n  + 1) ---- x(n)ef,~ +1 ~(~) dte-X(n) f :+l b( t )  dr, for n E Z +, 
that  if we take x(0) = 1, then for every n E Z +, we get x(n)  = 1. According to Theorems 1 
and 3, it is concluded that  the equation has a solution x E AP(R  +) (respectively, x E PAP(R+))  
with x(0) = 1 if the functions a, b E AP(R  +) (respectively, a, b E PAP(R+)) .  The above 
equat ion is analogous to the famous logistic differential equation, but t in one argument has been 
replaced by It]. As a result, the equation has solutions that display complicated ynamics even 
if a(t) = b(t) = cons (see [3,16]). 
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